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Diane Keys <events@iuoma-network.ning.com>

7/10/12
to me
International Union of Mail-Artists
IUOMA
Diane Keys
Diane Keys has invited you to the event 'Trashpo Mail Art Call' on International Union of
Mail-Artists!

Check out "Trashpo Mail Art Call" on International Union of Mail-Artists

Diane Keys

Time: July 10, 2012 from 6pm to 7pm
Location: elgin il
Organized By: Diane Keys

Event Description:
I'm am so excited to announce the first ever Trashpo Mail Art Call ! Well, at least the first one I
have ever had. Art will be presented as a portable display that will travel to different venues
around the City of Elgin throughout the year. The exhibit will begin at City Hall January 2013.
Please send your 2D works of art made from trash or found objects to:
Trashpo Mail Art Call
407 S. Liberty Street
Elgin, IL  60120
Deadline: December 1, 2012No returns. Documentation will be atdianekeys.blogspot.com



See more details and RSVP on International Union of Mail-Artists:
http://iuoma-network.ning.com/events/event/show?id=2496677%3AEvent%3A1031480&xgi=1c
blmtd9DIiwwb&xg_source=msg_invite_event
About International Union of Mail-Artists
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Diane Keys Dkult is now positive that Mark Bloch doesn't exist. Trashpo is just a term Jim used
that identifies collage or art made from trash. It is a playful term more than a serious art
movement. The intention of trashpo is not to be art that looks like garbage, just that IS made out
of garbage. I've also always used trash and found objects -it was De Villo who called it trashpo
and coined the name Dkult. Dkult is just a place for people who are passionate about recycling,
repurposing, reinventing, and seeing the beauty in what others consider ugly--i'm sure that
applies to all or most artists. In trashpo, trash is the medium as opposed to paint, clay, ink, or
other traditional art supplies. Richard Canard has been sending it for years as he has always
used food packaging to make his philosophical postcards. Trashpo, like art, exists because we
say it does. If someone hangs a piece of dog shit from the ceiling and calls it art, it is art right?
it's not a judgement of whether it is good or bad that makes it art, it is the person's intention.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
Gerda Osteneck Thanks for the clarification. This newbie appreciated it. I have used found
objects for decades. Best art supplies available.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 53 mins
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Picasso Gaglione Jim Leftwich
2 hrs ·

LikeCommentShare
You like this.

Comments

Jim Leftwich with the long term consultability of fixed objects?
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Jim Leftwich with, or without?
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Picasso Gaglione You tell me ?
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Jim Leftwich seems like without
Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs
Jim Leftwich we did this kind of thing with the collab fests (86 of them, in 3 years, 2008-2011).
exhibits would last 3 hours. long term consultability when it exists at all exists as photographic
documentation. is it the same for the group zero exhibits?
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Picasso Gaglione Not to much photographic documentation as I know....if you come across any
of these events....let me know .
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich i like the idea, it should be enough in itself to get folks moving. we've done some
similar things here in the house. "house fests". get some folks together to make things, maybe
pin a few of those things to the walls -- in the room where they were made. maybe they stay on
the walls for minutes, maybe months. the process bypasses all of the middle-men -- which
means just about anyone can do it, any time they decide to.
Like · Reply · 1 hr
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house fest nov-dec 2015

with Evan Damerow, while he was staying here between hiking the
Pacific Coast Trail and going back to New Zealand --
with Katastrof a couple of nights
Bela Grimm one night
and Aaron at least one night
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with Katastrof a couple of nights
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dialectical pauper provocative ports of notebooks
kitchen iconic relies teak dawn being
August, chowder preparation exits vocabularies
humid or porous conduction simply or self-reliance
scalpel comb fort how bourgeois shines my
duct fated carpenter the blue fetish here
a doubt leg mix open delinquent those swept
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dialectical pauper provocative
essential ideological heat
ports of notebooks
tedium in deified
mix open delinquent
kitchen iconic relies
a doubt leg here
teak dawn being
the blue fetish
August, chowder preparation
duct fated carpenter
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humid or porous
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which pauper provocative
seems ideological heat
deviant of notebooks
emergent in deified
around open delinquent
surpass iconic relies



distillation doubt leg here
normal dawn being
rationality blue fetish
continuity chowder preparation
use-value fated carpenter
wakeful vocabularies
lucid swept my
suppressed or porous
occult bourgeois shines
unconscious simply or
continuum comb fort
self-dreaming
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which increase provocative
seems alienation heat
deviant under notebooks
emergent conditional deified
around sensations delinquent
surpass inclusion relies
distillation voices leg here
normal leaving trunk being
rationality serial fetish
continuity headache preparation
use-value tomorrow carpenter
wakeful sideways vocabularies
lucid compatible tonsils my
suppressed frequent cyborg porous
occult variations shut shines
unconscious capillaries or
continuum cauterized fort
self-accumulated doorways
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around baits sensations delinquent
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warmest leaving being
not serial
December capillaries
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jet stream conditional
anomaly sensations
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index compatible my
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warmest leaving being bodies
not serial momentarily
December capillaries sleeping
frigid provocative transport
split stapled ego
blowtorch under contextual
jet stream conditional activator
anomaly sensations reveal
peaks belt perfection
pattern voices attention explore
storms cauterized paralysis
fog doorways exponent



academy headache oceanic
advection tomorrow reservoir
cloudy ajar devoured
index compatible my remote
factual cyborg flawless
concrete variations shut era

request leaving being bodies
245 serial momentarily
tesserae capillaries sleeping
single provocative transport
frozen stapled ego
crocus under contextual
anywhere stream conditional activator
pancake sensations reveal
bread belt perfection
asphalt voices attention explore
enduring cauterized paralysis
two eggs doorways exponent
unstable headache oceanic
cogent tomorrow reservoir
epistemological ajar devoured
rules compatible my remote
roles cyborg flawless
mapped variations shut sea

request this being bodies
question serial momentarily
tesserae desire sleeping
tentative provocative transport
frozen cosmologies ego
worm boots under contextual
anywhere hypnotic conditional activator
practical sensations reveal
bread perspective perfection



rotation voices attention explore
enduring escape paralysis
negates eggs doorways exponent
unstable blindfold oceanic
sketch tomorrow reservoir
epistemological phases devoured
replicas compatible my remote
roles hammer flawless
sleep variations shut sea

request this being surface
question serial deepened
tesserae desire microscopic
tentative provocative receptive
frozen cosmologies concede
worm boots under combinative
anywhere hypnotic conditional repetition
practical sensations refuse
bread perspective provisional
rotation voices attention reiterates
enduring escape simultaneity
negates eggs doorways anxious
unstable blindfold circularity
sketch tomorrow segment
epistemological phases materialized
replicas compatible my summer
roles hammer flaming postage
sleep variations shut interdependent

hypnotic conditional repetition
practical refuse
escape simultaneity
negates doorways anxious
this being surface
question deepened



desire microscopic
tentative receptive
cosmologies concede
worm under combinative
blindfold circularity
sketch segment
phases materialized
replicas my summer
hammer flaming postage
sleep shut interdependent
perspective provisional
rotation attention reiterates

hypnotic conditional
practical escape
worm under
blindfold sketch
phases
replicas my
hammer flaming
sleep shut
perspective
rotation attention
negates doorways
this being
question desire
tentative cosmologies
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Jim Leftwich

1 hr ·

Early this morning I was asleep and dreaming. John Cage and I were sitting on the couch in my
living room, watching a basketball game on tv. San Antonio scored on a teardrop in the lane.
Golden State took the ball out of the net and three seconds later launched a transition three.
John Cage said, "Jim, don't fuck with people, you'll only make matters worse." I said, "OK. I'll do
my best." The game was tied, late in the third quarter, when I woke up.

LikeCommentShare
Paul Lambert, Luis Bravo, Chris Bidle and 18 others like this.

Comments

Keith A. Buchholz You have better dreams than I do....
Like · Reply · 56 mins
John Landry at 12:22 A.M. I was awakened from a nightmare in which Ted Cruz was setting a
car no fire...prophecy?
Like · Reply · 1 · 49 mins
Bbob Drake fuck with people = improve the world. ok, got it
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this clarity being particular
question projected desire
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patriarchal geography conditional
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challenge sleep shut
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tender self-channel under
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evade philanthropic attention
nouns my regenerate universe
lexical biotech flaming
challenge screech shut
formulating juices floor
matrix rerouting particular
dysfunctional freelance desire
inscription headlong cosmologies
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a few links abt asemic writing

Inbox
x

Marco Giovenale via googlegroups.com

2:32 PM (9 hours ago)
to asemic
ONGOING RESEARCH in and around ASEMIC WRITING
https://app.box.com/s/f18hm1rcp96mxqwb1byizvtne6b1egij
"this still feels like it's barely scratching the surface... (surfaces). there should be several vols
this size or larger. i left out all the images, but anyone who wants to find them can do so. if i had
included them the file would be too big..." (Jim Leftwich)

ASEMIC DOCS
https://app.box.com/s/0fr5eksapvj4glcqjib749yacrdkosfg

Tim Gaze's pages
http://asemic.net/
http://asemic-editions.blogspot.com/



The new postliterate
http://thenewpostliterate.blogspot.com/
https://www.facebook.com/thenewpostliterate

SCRIPT
http://scriptjr.nl/

Asemic group @ facebook
https://www.facebook.com/groups/76178850228/

"Asemic writing" (in Italian)
https://www.alfabeta2.it/2015/02/15/gioco-e-radar-05-asemic-writing/

"Le scritture asemantiche di Irma Blank" (in Italian + English translation)
http://gammm.org/index.php/2007/07/18/blank-dorfles/

4 questions about asemic writing
http://scriptjr.nl/tag/4-questions

and:

LINKS
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/links.html

MAGS, GROUPS
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/mags-groups.html

PUBLISHING HOUSES, E-BOOKS, BOOKS
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/publishing-houses-e-books-books.html

INTERVIEWS
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/interviews.html

ENTRIES, POSTS, VIDS &TC
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/entries-posts-vids.html

@ FACEBOOK
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/facebook.html

@ FLICKR
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/flickr.html

EXHIBITS AND GALLERIES



http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/exhibits-and-galleries.html
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12.25.2015

Reality / Mediality
Hybrid processes between art and life
Rudolf Frieling
Without audience: A room of one's own

The reality of state control in Eastern European countries was in contrast with the specific
search for non-monitored «domination-free» spaces in the west. Referring to «Baba
Antropofágica» (1973), Lygia Clark stresses the establishment of collectivity as a process of
group dynamics: «We arrived at what I call ‹collective body,› an exchange between people of
their intimate psychology. This exchange is not a pleasant thing … and the word communication
is too weak to express what happens in the group.»[40] But no matter how much the body could
join up with others to form a temporary, flexible structure—as was the case in the group actions
by Lygia Clark or the multimedia, usable installations by Hélio Oiticica—it still remained a
hermetically sealed border. The body «disclosed» itself solely to the internal view and mental
experience of one's own body. Bruce Nauman defined the body as a «sphere» and worked with
isolating and anonymizing body concepts, with «mental and psychic activities.»[41] Nauman's
performances in a studio without an audience now became a performative act in which the
viewer was likewise isolated (as in «Live-Taped Video Corridor» 1970). This attitude, which
isolates the first person in both the processes of production and reception, was in line with
Nauman's later mistrust of any kind of audience participation[42]
Despite his success with interactive installations,Gary Hill similarly rejects any notion of currying
audience favor, instead insisting on the autonomy of the work of art: «There is always a sense
of opaqueness in the way that the work is not calling out for an audience, or for that matter, not
calling outside itself at all. Perhaps this is left over from my sculpture days, but the autonomy of



the work itself is still something that I'm very aware of, at least in terms of keeping theatricality at
bay.»[43] Watching, as in his «Viewer» installation of 1996, becomes a performative activity on
the part of the viewer, while on the «other» side of the screen watching is all that the performer
does.[44]In Gary Hill's work, and basically in Bruce Nauman's, too, the body—whether one's
own or somebody else's—is ultimately an unfathomable «sphere,» a sign of existence that
cannot be permeated or scrutinized, let alone linked up to electronic media. These artists are
concerned with a bodily presence in time, but it is a presence each viewer must feel for him or
herself. Theater simply needs an audience.
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and keeping copies something
psychic days, referencing
studio itself an foundational
opaqueness entry of convinced
currying installations, in
adamant participation of which

which similar unnumbered in does
and keeping copies something
of psychic days, referencing
participation studio itself an
foundational opaqueness entry
of adamant convinced
currying installations, in

criticism not which similar unnumbered in does
and stereotype involved keeping copies something
of psychic days stickers in, referencing
participation studio itself an directing struggle
foundational opaqueness liberation vocal entry
of radical and adamant convinced
appropriating currying installations, in demonstrate

retail criticism not which
similar aloud unnumbered in
garlic cloves does make and dare



and stereotype claims involved
keeping copies something/hypothesis
of psychic authorities days
stickers leaflets in, referencing
throwing participation studio itself
an entering directing struggle
foundational opaqueness coven liberation
vocal entry protested gathered spin
of radical attention and
adamant dissention over convinced
appropriating tactics who alienate
in demonstrate assemble emblazoned

throwing participation studio seawater
vocal entry protested gathered roots
of radical attention slate mines
adamant dissention over battering
appropriating tactics who crunch
in demonstrate assemble submerge
an entering directing heyday
retail criticism not keening
similar aloud unnumbered peninsula
garlic cloves does make and generatic
and stereotype claims wandered
keeping copies highlands/families
of psychic authorities industry
stickers leaflets in, population
foundational opaqueness coven outcrop

dissatisfied entry protested gathered roots
synopsis radical attention slate mines
diminishes dissention over battering
circus plastic tactics who crunch
aliens demonstrate assemble submerge
wavicles leaflets in, population



oxygen participation studio seawater
horizonshimmer aloud unnumbered peninsula
texture-sequence does make and generatic
parsecs opaqueness coven outcrop
flash-hope entering directing heyday
retail flickers blue not keening
desert machinery claims wandered
keeping copies interweaves, noting
cloaked careen psychic authorities industry
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mud literal machinery claims
indistinct corporations
video guards mines
years dissention over
contaminants zero book
who plastic tactics
who crunch and spirit
aliens dynamic assemble
fundamental within worlds
the everyday qualities
together permeating
organized realizations
countless leaflets in,
deeper speaks cogent
oxygen heresy radio
impressionistic distinct
markets entry protested
capitalism the roots
important radical attention
rooftops aloud unnumbered
crystallized shouts
political economy does
little we are they nor
parsecs opaqueness coven



outcrop role models
fish-glue entering
cartel mantle escape
retail others erring
narrative traffic think
paternalistic itself interweaves,

cutting literal machinery claims
indistinct pages
video guards rearrange
years middle over
method zero book
who spontaneous tactics
who crunch unpredictable spirit
aliens dynamic accident
fundamental explicit worlds
same everyday qualities
together photographers
organized factors
countless leaflets camera
deeper collage cogent
unchanged heresy radio
impressionistic minutes
markets entry sections
capitalism random roots
newspapers radical attention
rooftops couch unnumbered
crystallized expelled
political economy exercise
little we are poet nor
parsecs Rimbaud coven
words role models
fish-fast entering
cartel mantle logically
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cutting literal machinery claims
indistinct pages harmonic
video guards rearrange skies
years middle over perfume
method zero book interweaves,
markets entry sections
capitalism random roots
newspapers radical attention
rooftops couch unnumbered
crystallized expelled traffic
political economy exercise
little we are poet nor bulk
parsecs Rimbaud coven retail
words role models paternalistic
fish-fast entering everyone
cartel mantle logically
who spontaneous tactics
who crunch unpredictable
aliens dynamic accident
fundamental explicit worlds
same everyday qualities
together photographers
organized factors burning
countless leaflets camera
deeper collage cogent think
unchanged heresy radio erring
impressionistic spirit minutes

cutting literal machinery definite
indistinct pages harmonic why
video deleted rearrange skies
then middle over perfume
that zero book interweaves,
fish-fast universe everyone
cartel mantle logically self



who spontaneous tactics
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verbal dynamic accident
controls explicit worlds
customs everyday qualities
omitted factors burning
this identity assignment
deeper animal cogent think
unchanged heresy radio ancient
rooftops couch reactive
crystallized formulations
and languages other absent
parsecs Rimbaud coven retail
words role models juxtaposition

these lateral machinery definite
conditions ages harmonic whey
exterminates deleted rearrange skies
similar middle over perfume
history zero book interweaves,
opposes fast universe everyone
they mantle logically self
they spontaneous tactics
they crunch unpredictable
scrambles dynamic accident
controls excess worlds
fracture everyday qualities
omitted enunciation burning
Burroughs identity assignment
basic that force which elsewhere
unchanged heresy radio variation
employed required system
parsecs Rimbaud coven retail
words role models juxtaposition
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||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

In this book it is spoken of the Sephiroth and the Paths; of Spirits and Conjurations; of Gods,
Spheres, Planes, and many other things which may or may not exist.
It is immaterial whether these exist or not. By doing certain things certain results will follow;
students are most earnestly warned against attributing objective reality or philosophic validity to
any of them.

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

There is little danger that any student, however idle or stupid, will fail to get some result; but
there is great danger that he will be led astray, obsessed and overwhelmed by his results, even
though it be by those which it is necessary that he should attain. Too often, moreover, he



mistaketh the first resting-place for the goal, and taketh off his armour as if he were a victor ere
the fight is well begun.

It is desirable that the student should never attach to any result the importance which it at first
seems to possess.

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

These rituals need not be slavishly imitated; on the contrary the student should do nothing the
object of which he does not understand; also, if he have any capacity whatever, he will find his
own crude rituals more effective than the highly polished ones of other people.

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

The general purpose of all this preparation is as follows:
5. Since the student is a man surrounded by material objects, if it be his wish to master one
particular idea, he must make every material object about him directly suggest that idea. Thus in
the ritual quoted, if his glance fall upon the lights, their number suggests Mercury; he smells the
perfumes, and again Mercury is brought to his mind. In other words, the whole magical
apparatus and ritual is a complex system of mnemonics.

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

It is a matter for very great regret that no simple and certain test of success in this practice
exists.

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

http://hermetic.com/crowley/libers/lib6.html

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\
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interview from The Art of Being Everywhere, held at V2_, Rotterdam, in 1993.

Josephine Bosma: What are you going to talk about this afternoon?

Robert Adrian X: Basically about artists using communication technologies. There has been a
lot of work done in the field over the last ten years, none of it very successful. Now we're looking
at a new technology and hoping it will go better in the future.

JB: What is this new technology?

RAX: I suppose it is the old technology which has got much cheaper and much more
sophisticated, and the telephone system has become more flexible and better. It means that
there has also been a change in how people think to some degree about operating with each
other over telephone lines. I think there has been a change in society which allows artists to
work without putting themselves in the center: working with other artists, working with groups of
artists, working with a public who is not really a public but collaborators if you like. People who
come into a communications project are more likely to take part than they used to be.

JB: The audience has changed?

RAX: Audience is a difficult word because you get this concept structure with 'audience' of
people sitting quietly and watching. But with communications projects by artists, or by anybody
else for that matter, they are not interesting if you do not participate. So people tend to not sit
and watch. They tend to either go away or try to join. A new kind of relationship is developing
inside the society itself too.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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Reticence: On Różewicz
Jerzy Jarniewicz
Words are mercenaries and turncoats, drifting entities ready to be used and abused, which we
are only too ready to take as standing for permanent and thus unquestionable meanings — this
is possibly Różewicz’s most important lesson for me. From this he drew conclusions which
questioned the sense of poetry and proclaimed the priority of ethics over aesthetics. “Above all I
am not concerned with Poetry” — to quote Wilfred Owen, a poet miles apart from Różewicz, but
strangely close in his conclusions — “All a poet can do today is warn.” This distrust of words
manifested itself in Różewicz’s reticence in isolated lines enveloped by long disturbing silences,
but also, on the other hand, in his paradoxical talkativeness, with lines spilling from page to
page in an endless uncensored chatting flow. What at first was a response to a deeply felt
sense of the post-Holocaust crisis was later followed by the poet’s awareness of another
danger: of the world going to the dogs, immersing itself in the banalities of mass culture.
Różewicz’s poetry was in fact an act of dismantling poetry which has lost its raison d’être in the
modern world. “It’s more difficult to spend a day well than to write a book,” I heard Różewicz at
what was possibly his last public appearance, quoting Adam Mickiewicz, another giant of Polish
poetry.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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